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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we are adding to another framework towards video watermarking which working out as 
intended better power, information security and higher installing's farthest point. We propose a dubious and 
enthusiastic video watermarking tally in light of Discrete Wavelet Transform. DWT is more computationally fit than 
other change methodology like DFT and DCT. In light of its unimaginable Spatio-rehash impediment properties, the 
DWT is significantly fitting to see zones in the host video where a watermark can be implanted straightforward. It is 
comprehended that even after the breaking down of the video plot utilizing the wavelet change there exist some 
measure of relationship between's the wavelet coefficients. PCA is on an extremely essential level used to hybridize the 
consider it has the trademark property of clearing the relationship amongst the information i.e. the wavelet coefficients 
and it helps in appropriating the watermark bits over the sub-band utilized for presenting accordingly happening as a bit 
of liberal watermarking course of action that is impervious to every conceivable strike. The watermark is brought into 
the luminance part of the removed bundling as it is less unsteady to the human visual framework. 
 
KEYWORDS: Digital video; Discrete Wavelet Transform; Principal Component Analysis. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Mechanized data are scattered transversely over quick frameworks like the Internet and World Wide Web. This data is 
successfully open for sharing. Due to this  
Passageway believability of regarding data and republishing it as own is extended. This leads the motivation of 
methodologies offering security to this blended media content. Progressed watermarking is the strategy used thus. 
Diverse strategies for watermarking are used to insert data about obligation regarding, which keep the respectability of 
data. A watermark is information about starting, ownership, copy control et cetera. This information is embedded in 
sight and sound substance with taking care enigmatically and quality. The watermark is embedded and isolated by. 
Video Watermarking is not exactly the same as picture watermarking, in light of the way that additional data are open 
here that licenses information to be more drearily and reliably embedded. Electronic video is a gathering or amassing of 
ceaseless still pictures. The measure of information that can be introduced in the video plan is called payload. In fact 
video watermarking strategies need to meet diverse troubles than that in picture watermarking plans, for instance, 
enormous volume of the naturally reiterated course of action of data between housings. The watermark introducing 
arrangement can either embed the watermark into the host flag or to a changed variation of the host signal. Change 
space watermarking is an arrangement that is used to change picture repeat zone in such a way to deal with modify the 
change coefficient. Some ordinary change space watermarking for picture data can be Discrete Cosine Transform 
(DCT) based [2, 3] or Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) based [4]. This arrangement is astoundingly important for 
misusing perceptual criteria in the embedding procedure for laying out watermark frameworks. Spatial space 
watermarking on the other hand has the capacity of performing some change particularly on picture pixels. The use of 
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perceptual models is similarly a key part in making a convincing and sufficient watermarking arrangement for sound 
basically as it is used as a piece of picture watermarking [3, 4]. The advancement of embedding and recuperating 
information into and from video data is video watermarking. Composing outline proposes a production of solid and 
sensitive watermarking methods for deciding proof proprietorship issues [1, 2], copyright affirmation [3, 4] and video 
affirmation [5]. Distinctive figuring’s have been proposed in the exploratory composition by different journalists for 
intense watermark embedding in video. The critical parts required in intense watermarking are watermark introducing, 
strike, and watermark extraction or area. In the essential time of watermark embedding’s, an ensured watermark sign 
(Text, Image or Audio etc) is arranged using a couple of headways like encryption scrambling et cetera. This secured 
watermark is then permeated into a one of a kind sign (Video in setting with this paper) examining any of the spaces 
(spatial/repeat/highlight et cetera) of watermarking. Productive embedding’s estimations make the watermarked Video. 
The third stage is the extraction or area of the watermark. A triumphant extraction estimation is one in which the 
watermark sign could be evacuated even after the subjection of a gathering of ambushes to the watermarked video. In 
the midst of watermark acknowledgment, the watermark discoverer is demonstrated with a test banner that may be 
watermarked, attacked or not. The watermark locator reports whether the watermark is accessible or not on looking at 
the sign at its data.  
 
1. Non-blind methods: The main picture and the riddle key(s) together for watermark embedding.  
 
2. Semi-blind methodology: The watermark bit game plan and the puzzle key(s).  
 
3. Blind methodologies: The puzzle key(s) in a manner of speaking. Extraordinary occupations of watermarks contain 
copyright protection (putting of the origination of substance, taking after unlawfully circled copies) and staying away 
from unapproved access to content. 
 
All in all, Requirements and qualities are disparate for the advanced watermarks in these situations. At the wellspring 
of dispersion we require the implanting of a solitary watermark into the substance for identification of the root of 
substance. To delineate illicit duplicates in the mixed media organize, the area or personality of the beneficiary based 
an indistinguishable watermark is fancied. In these applications, non-blind. Strategies are fitting as in these systems 
watermark extraction or identification needs to go ahead in an exceptional research center circumstance just when there 
is a difference with respect to the verification of substance. For access control, the watermark should be analyzed in 
each approved customer used to acquire the substance, accordingly requiring visually impaired or semi-blind methods. 
Note that the expense of a watermarking technique can depend on the assumed utilize, and will differ significantly. 
Two comprehensively acknowledged picture pressure measures are JPEG and JPEG2000. The prior is anticipated on 
the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), and the last is anticipated on the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). 

 
II. RELATED WORK 

 
[1]Video watermarking using wavelet transform and tensor algebra authors provides robust, hybrid watermarking 
technique based on high-order tensor singular value decomposition and the discrete wavelet transform (DWT). In this, 
a simple and computationally inexpensive watermarking methodology for embedding a watermark in the transform 
domain of video is introduced. This was carried out by modifying the highest singular values of the 3D tensors 
computed form the four wavelet sub-bands of the video frames.  
 
[2]A Joint Encryption Watermarking System for Verifying the Reliability of Medical Images proposed a joint 
encryption/water- marking system for the protection of medical images. This system is based on an approach which 
combines a substitutive watermarking algorithm, the quantization index modulation, with an encryption algorithm. a 
stream cipher algorithm (e.g., the RC4) or a block cipher algorithm (e.g., the AES in cipher block chaining (CBC) 
mode of operation). A new joint watermarking encryption system, which guarantees a prior and a posterior protection 
of medical images. It merges the QIM and a cipher algorithm or a block cipher algorithm. System gives access to two 
distinct messages in the spatial domain and in the encrypted domain, respectively. “QR Code Watermarking Algorithm 
based on Wavelet Transform”. 
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[3]Author gives digitally invisible watermark is embedded in a QR code image by means of wavelet transform. In the 
embedding process, a binary image, logo, is transformed into a corresponding watermark and then embedded into a 
selected sub band. The experimental results illustrated that, for all the cases considered in this paper is more robustness 
to attacks and as such it can serve as a viable copyright protection and authentication tool. This paper presented a 
digital watermarking technique, whereby a binary image is watermarked an embedded in a QR code image .The 
experimental results demonstrated that the algorithm can be recover the watermark with an acceptable visual quality. 
The objective measures such as PSNR and NC are subject to magnitude factor. In Digital Video Watermarking Using 
PCA and DWT  
 
[4] Comprehensive approach for watermarking digital video is introduced. PCA helps in reducing correlation among 
the wavelet coefficients obtained from wavelet decomposition of each video frame thereby dispersing the watermark 
bits into the uncorrelated coefficients. The video frames are first decomposed using DWT and the binary watermark is 
embedded in the principal components of the low frequency wavelet coefficients. The imperceptible high bit rate 
watermark embedded is robust against various attacks that can be carried out on the watermarked video, such as 
filtering, contrast adjustment, noise addition and geometric attacks. 
 

III. WATERMARKING MECHANISM 
 
The watermarking algorithm basically utilizes two mathematical techniques: DWT and PCA. The significance of using 
these techniques in watermarking has been explained first.  
 
Discrete Wavelet Transform  
 
Picture is spoken to as a two dimensional (2D) exhibit of coefficients, each coefficient speaking to the splendor level by 
then. Most regular pictures have smooth shading varieties, with the fine subtle elements being portrayed as sharp edges 
in the middle of the smooth varieties. In fact, the smooth varieties in shading could likewise be termed as low 
recurrence parts and subsequently the sharp varieties as high recurrence segments. The low recurrence segments 
constitute base of a picture, furthermore the high recurrence segments include upon them giving a point by point 
picture. Consequently, the midpoints/smooth varieties are requesting a ton of significance than the subtle elements [imp 
DWT]. DWT is utilized to execute a straightforward watermarking plan. The 2-D discrete wavelet changes (DWT) 
breaks down the picture into sub-pictures.  

IV. ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig: 01 watermark embedding 
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Fig 02: watermark extration 

 
Explanation- 
In advanced picture handling field, PCA is considered as a straight change method to pass on most data about the 
picture to important segments. PCA is a strategy for recognizing designs in information, and communicating the 
information in such a route in order to highlight their likenesses and contrasts. Once these examples in the information 
have been distinguished, the information can be packed by diminishing the quantity of measurements, without much 
loss of data. It plots the information into another direction framework where the information with greatest covariance 
are plotted together and is known as important part. PCA change is utilized to insert the watermark in every shading 
channel of every casing of video. The fundamental favorable position of this methodology is that the same or multi-
watermark can be implanted into the three shading diverts of the picture so as to expand the strength of the watermark. 
 

V. DWT ARCHITECTURE 
 

A. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)- 
Wavelet domain is a promising domain for watermark embedding. Wavelet has reference to tiny waves. Discrete 
Wavelet Transform is based on small wavesolimited duration and varying frequency [3]. This is a frequency domain 
technique in which firstly cover image is transformed into frequency domain and then its frequency coefficients are 
modified in accordance with the transformed coefficients of the watermark and watermarked image is obtained which 
is very much robust. DWT decomposes image hierarchically, providing both frequency and spatial description of the 
image [4]. It decompose an image in basically three spatial directions i.e., horizontal, diagonal and vertical in result 
separating the image into four different components that is LL, HL, LH and HH. Here first letter refers to applying 
either low pass frequency operation or high pass frequency operations to the rows and the second letter refers to the 
filter applied to the columns of the cover image [5].LL level is the lowest resolution level which consists of the 
approximation part of the cover image, Rest three levels i.e. HL, LH, HH present the detailed information of the cover 
image. 
 
B. Principle Component Analysis (PCA) 
In this paper, we are developing a new approach towards video watermarking which resulting better robustness, data 
security and higher embedding capacity. We propose an imperceptible and robust video watermarking algorithm based 
on discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and principal component analysis (PCA).DWT is more computationally efficient 
than other transform methods like DFT and DCT. Due to its excellent patio-frequency localization properties, the DWT 
is very suitable to identify areas in the host video frame where a watermark can be embedded imperceptible. It is 
known that even after the decomposition of the video frame using the wavelet transformation there exist some amount 
of correlation between the wavelet coefficients. PCA is basically used to hybridize the algorithm as it has the inherent 
property of removing the correlation amongst the data i.e. the wavelet coefficients and it helps in distributing the 
watermark bits over the sub-band used for embedding thus resulting in robust watermarking scheme that is resistant to 
almost all possible attacks. The watermark is embedded into the luminance component of the extracted frame as it is 
less sensitive to the human visual system. 
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Algorithms:  
a) Embedding Procedure  
Step 1: Convert the n × n binary watermark logo into a vector wm= { w1, w2 , ……, wn × n } of „0‟s and „1‟s.  
Step 2: Divide the video (2N × 2N) into distinct frames.   
Step 3: Apply 1-level DWT to the value (V component) of each video frame to obtain four sub-bands LL, LH , HL and 
HH of size N x N .  
Step 4: Divide the LL sub-band into k non-overlapping sub-blocks each of dimension n × n (of the same size as the 
watermark logo).  
Step 5: The watermark bits are embedded with strength α into each sub-block by first obtaining the principal 
component scores by Algorithm 2. The embedding is  
Carried out as equation 1. 
yi= yi+α(wm) ...(1)  
Whererepresents the principal component matrix of the ith sub-block.  
Step 6: Apply inverse PCA on the modified PCA components of the sub-blocks of the LL sub-band to obtain the 
modified wavelet coefficients.  
Step 7: Apply inverse DWT to obtain the watermarked value component of the frame. Then convert the video frame 
back to its RGB components.  
 
b) Extraction Procedure  
Step 1: Divide the watermarked (and possibly attacked) video into distinct frames. 
Step 2: Choose the value (V) component of a frame and apply the DWT to decompose  into the four sub-bands 
LL,HL,LH, and HH of size N×N.  
Step 3: Divide the LL sub-band into n × n non-overlapping sub-blocks.  
Step 4: Apply PCA to each block in the chosen sub band HH by using Algorithm 2.  
Step 5: From the LL sub-band, the watermark bits are extracted from the principal components of each sub-block as in 
equation 2.  
y1=abs(y-y1)/α … (2)  
Where y1 is the watermark extracted. 
 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

The proposed algorithm is applied to a sample video sequence „bus.avi‟ using a 100 × 100 watermark logo. The 
grayscale watermark is converted to binary before embedding. Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) show the original and the 
watermarked video frames respectively. Fig. 4(a) is the embedded watermark and Fig. 4(b) is the extracted binary 
watermark image. The performance of the algorithm has been measured in terms of its imperceptibility and robustness 
against the possible attacks like noise addition, filtering, geometric attacks etc. 
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1. Input Original Video: 

 
2. Original frame in video and watermark 

 
3. Enter the strength of the insertion of the watermark in the original frame: 
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4. Watermark Frame: 

 
5. Embedded watermark in the video: 

 
6. Extracted watermark with 40 as embedding strength 
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V. CONCLUSION 
 
The estimation executed using DWT-PCA is intense and inconspicuous in nature and embedding’s the parallel 
watermark in the high HH sub band helps in growing the generosity of the embedding technique without much 
degradation in the video quality. Since HH sub band don't have much huge information. As a future work the video 
edges can be at risk to scene change examination to embed a self-governing watermark in the game plan of edges 
molding a scene, and repeating this technique for each one of the scenes within a video. 
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